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"In the beginning was the word"
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Many of these R&D concepts and techniques are now being incorporated into commercially
available search systems and services.
Research and development in information retrieval over the past three decades has been
characterized by the predominant use of statistical and probabilistic approaches, and to a lesser
extent, linguistic and artificial intelligence methods and techniques, in all major aspects of the
retrieval process, namely query and document analysis, document classification, query-to-
document matching and query and database modification and restructuring [Sparck-]ones (1973),
Salton (1983), Salton (1989), Larson (1991)]. In essence, these approaches involve associative
information processing via the identification and explicit use of tenn-term associations
(automatic thesaurus construction), document-document associations (automatic classification),
term-document associations (automatic indexing) and query-document associations (automatic
retrieval).
1. INTRODUCTION
AURA is a semantic network of ova.- two million natural language phrases derived from more than
a million MEDLINE titles. These natural language phrases are associatively linked to NLM's MeSH
(Medical Subject Headings) and UMLS Metathesaurus (Unified Medical Language System)
controlled vocabulary and classification resources.
This paper discusses prior work and reports on research in progress aimed at creating and utilizing
a global semantic associative database, AURA (Associative User Retrieval Aid) to facilitate
machine-assisted indexing, classification and searching in the large-scale infonnation processing
environment ofNLM's core bibliographic databases, MEDLINE and CATLINE.
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Capturing and exploiting textual database associations has played a pivotal role in the evolution of
automated information systems. A variety of statistical, linguistic and artificial intelligence
approaches have been described in the literature.
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From the user's point of view, such systems offer considerable flexibility, including natural
language query input, ranked display of closest matching items, and automatic query refinement
and search strategy modification by the system in response to user feedback concerning the
relevance of retrieved items.
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